Am. Sub. H.B. 166
As Passed by the Senate
EDUCD39

moved to amend as follows:

In line 29387, after "(2)" insert ""Eligible school district"
has the same meaning as in division (C)(1) of section 3317.0219 of
the Revised Code.

(3)"

In line 29389, delete "(D)" and insert "(E)"
In line 29402, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"
In line 29404, delete "(D)" and insert "(E)"
In line 29407, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"
In line 29409, after "(D)" insert "Subject to division (E) of
this section, for fiscal years 2020 and 2021, the department shall
pay to each community school that is not an internet- or
computer-based community school student wellness and success
enhancement funds, on a full-time equivalency basis, for each
student enrolled in the school in the immediately preceding fiscal
year whose resident district is an eligible school district, in an
amount equal to the following:
The amount paid to the student's resident district under division
(C)(2) of section 3317.0219 of the Revised Code for that fiscal
year / the enrolled ADM of the student's resident district for the
immediately preceding fiscal year

(E)”; delete "and" and insert an underlined comma

In line 29410, after "(C)" insert ", and (D)"

In line 29420, delete "(E)" and insert "(F)"

In line 30305, delete "$300" and insert "$360"

In line 30308, delete "$240" and insert "$290"

In line 30311, delete "$130" and insert "$155"

In line 30314, delete "$60" and insert "$70"

In line 30317, delete "$25" and insert "$30"

In line 30334, delete "(C)" and insert "(D)"

In line 30390, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"

In line 30392, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"

In line 30396, after "(C)" insert "(1) As used in division

(C) of this section:

(a) "Eligible school district" means a city, local, or
exempted village school district that received supplemental
targeted assistance funding under division (B) of section

(b) A district's "enhancement percentage for a fiscal year"
means the square of the quotient of the poverty percentage
calculated for the district for that fiscal year under division
(B)(1) of this section divided by 0.36.

(2) Subject to division (D) of this section, for fiscal years
2020 and 2021, the department shall pay student wellness and
success enhancement funds to each eligible city, local, and
exempted village school district in an amount equal to the
following product:
($50, for fiscal year 2020, or $75, for fiscal year 2021) X the
district's enhancement percentage for that fiscal year X the
district's enrolled ADM for the immediately preceding fiscal year

(D)]; delete "division" and insert "divisions"; after "(B)"
insert "and (C)."

In line 30407, delete "(D)" and insert "(E)"

In line 31620, after "(2)" insert "Eligible school district"
has the same meaning as in division (C)(1) of section 3317.0219 of
the Revised Code.

(3)

In line 31623, delete "(C)" and insert "(D)"

In line 31635, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"

In line 31637, after "(C)" insert "Subject to division (D) of
this section, for fiscal years 2020 and 2021, the department shall
pay to each joint vocational school district student wellness and
success enhancement funds, on a full-time equivalency basis, for
each student enrolled in the district in the immediately preceding
fiscal year whose resident district is an eligible school
district, in an amount equal to the following:
The amount paid to the student's resident district under division
(C)(2) of section 3317.0219 of the Revised Code for that fiscal
year / the enrolled ADM of the student's resident district for the
immediately preceding fiscal year

(D)]; delete "division" and insert "divisions"; after "(B)"
insert "and (C)"

In line 31648, delete "(D)" and insert "(E)"

In line 31725, delete "Services for child nutrition and
physical health."
Delete line 31726

In line 31727, delete "(12)"

In line 33280, after "(2)" insert "Eligible school district" has the same meaning as in division (C)(1) of section 3317.0219 of the Revised Code.

(3)

In line 33282, delete "(C)" and insert "(D)"

In line 33296, delete "$30,000" and insert "$36,000"

In line 33297, after "(C)" insert "Subject to division (D) of this section, for fiscal years 2020 and 2021, the department shall pay to each science, technology, engineering, and mathematics school student wellness and success enhancement funds, on a full-time equivalency basis, for each student enrolled in the school in the immediately preceding fiscal year whose resident district is an eligible school district, in an amount equal to the following:

The amount paid to the student's resident district under division (C)(2) of section 3317.0219 of the Revised Code for that fiscal year / the enrolled ADM of the student's resident district for the immediately preceding fiscal year (D); delete "division" and insert "divisions"; after "(B)" insert "and (C)"

In line 33308, delete "(D)" and insert "(E)"

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS
Student wellness and success funds and enhancement funds

R.C. 3314.088, 3317.0219, 3317.163, 3317.26, and 3326.42

Student wellness and success funding

With respect to student wellness and success funding for city, local, and exempted village school districts, maintains the per pupil amounts specified in the Executive, House, and Senate versions of the bill for FY 2020 based on a district's quintile, but restores a provision of the House-passed version of the bill that increases the per pupil amounts specified in the bill for FY 2021 as follows:

(1) $360 (rather than $300) for districts in the highest quintile;

(2) $290 (rather than $240) for districts in the second highest quintile;

(3) $155 (rather than $130) for districts in the third highest quintile;

(4) $70 (rather than $60) for districts in the fourth highest quintile; and

(5) $30 (rather than $25) for district in the fifth highest quintile.

Maintains the minimum amount of student wellness and success funding that city, local, exempted village, and joint vocational school districts, community schools other than Internet- or computer-based community schools (e-schools), and STEM schools may receive for FY 2020, but increases the minimum amount for FY 2021 to $36,000 (from $30,000).

Maintains the amount of student wellness and success funding that e-schools receive for FY 2020, but increases the minimum
amount for FY 2021 to $36,000 (from $30,000).

**Student wellness and success enhancement funding**

For fiscal years 2020 and 2021, restores a provision of the House-passed version of the bill that provides an additional payment of student wellness and success enhancement funds to city, local, and exempted village school districts that received supplemental targeted assistance funding for fiscal year 2019, in an amount equal to the product of (1) $50, for FY 2020, or $75, for FY 2021, (2) the square of the quotient of the district's percentage of resident children with family incomes below 185% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines for the fiscal year for which the calculation is made divided by 36%, and (3) the district's enrolled student count that was used for the second foundation and payment in June of the immediately preceding fiscal year.

Provides student wellness and success enhancement funds, on a full-time equivalency basis, to joint vocational school districts, community schools, and STEM schools based on the per-pupil amount of student wellness and success enhancement funding paid to each student's resident district (provided that district is eligible for enhancement funding), based on the students enrolled in the district or school as of the district's or school's funding payment in June of the immediately preceding fiscal year.

Specifies that the student count used for calculating student wellness and success enhancement funding for city, local, exempted village, and joint vocational school districts, community schools, and STEM schools is the number of students who were enrolled in the district or school in the preceding fiscal year (rather than the number of students enrolled as of the second June payment of the preceding fiscal year, in the case of a city, local, or exempted village school district, or the June payment of the
preceding fiscal year, in the case of a joint vocational school
district, community school, or STEM school as under the
House-passed version of the bill).

Specifies that the following requirements related to student
wellness and success funding under the bill's provisions also
apply to student wellness and success enhancement funding:

(1) The requirement for a district or school to spend the
funds for one or more specified purposes;

(2) The requirement for a district or school to use the funds
in coordination with one or more specified entities;

(3) The requirement for a district or school to submit a
report to the Department of Education at the end of each fiscal
year describing the initiatives on which the funds were spent.

**Student Wellness and Success funding purposes**

Removes a Senate provision that permits school districts,
community schools, and STEM schools to use student wellness and
success funds for services for child nutrition and physical
health, fitness, and wellness.